FRENCH  POLITICAL  THOUGHT
leads to the deification of majorities, " everybody thinks of
majorizing," and to a perpetual immoral bargaining " in which
everyone sells his own share of just freedom for a share in an
unjust authority which he will wield. There is a regular market
for those exchanges, quotations for these, so much authority
for so much freedom lost. It is the very foundation of universal
suffrage/'l He has no term sufficiently harsh for the present-
day leaders of the parties of the Left, and their numerous
betrayals. But he did not see salvation in a dictator or a king;
he speaks of honest people " being contaminated by those who
are ill, individual and collective ambitions, authoritarians,
Boulangistes, competitors, vote snatchers, parliamentarians." 2
He is suspicious of what is termed " democracy," which has
nothing in common with the real spirit of the people 3; but
these qualms do not lead him into the authoritarian camp : he
remains the inevitable free-lance, the heretic, as Barr&s said, of
every cause to which he belonged.
Again, his ardent patriotism led him to be identified with
the forces of nationalism, and he was certainly anything but
a pacifist.4 But his devotion to nation and to army is very
different from " integral " conceptions of that sentiment. He
loves the soil of France and would have rejoiced to know before-
hand that his end would come on a battlefield. But his love for
France as incarnating. Liberal civilization is not hatred for other
countries; he has nothing but contempt for nationalist anti-
Semitism, spoke in eloquent terms of the Jewish martyr-nation,6
and is quite prepared to criticize the present or past policies,
colonialism in particular: " The rottenness of Europe has
1 Jean Goste.	2 De la Grippe.
3	" Cette confusion presque universelle et dont vivent les politiciens, entre
1'esprit d&nocratique et Tame populaire " (Jean Costi).
4	He saw in war an antidote for the slackness and dilettantism so prevalent
in his day. Joan of Arc was his heroine long before his Catholic days. But
his last words to an intimate friend  in July 1914 were: " Je pars soldat
de la R£publique pour le ddsarmement geniral et la derniere des guerres "
(Tharaud, op. cit., ii., p. 244).
5	Towards the end of his life, however, he did fall into the sin of exclusivism
by claiming for France a special grace from God. But see his remarkable
pleading for the Armenians at the time of the massacres by the Turks (De
la Grippi)*-
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